Critical levels and powers of competing tests are often evaluated through Monte Carlo simulations. Since the empirical critical levels of those tests are often very different. comparisons of the power estimates are not valid. We suggest that Monte Carlo estimates of critical values be used to create adjusted power estimates which are then comparable. The main contribution is to analyze the vartab1lity of the adjusted estimates and to point out implications for the planning of Monte Carlo power studies.
Introduction
Monte Carlo experiments are often the simplest way to estimate and compare the power functions of complex test statistics. Unfortunately, at the end of such studies one may find results such as the following: Table 1 6=0 6 = 1.5 6=3.0 6 =4.5 We then think of the use of estimated critical values as an adjustment to make the power curves comparable. 
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Of course the adjusted power at the null Is just a because of the way COt Is chosen.
Ifwe carried out these calculations for the two statistics in Table 1 . we might replace Table 1 by 
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These latter results actually require further assumptions on fo and !I but show more clearly the error ofapproximation. In particular we see that the square of the bias Is of lower order than the terms ofAVAR. and thus we can concentrate attention on AVAR.
Note first that AVAR has two components. the first depending on the squared ratio of the densities at Co divided by No and the second Is the usual blnomlal variance for when Co ls mown instead of estimated.
To see the relative Importance of the two terms of AVAR. let AVAR=A/No+B/NI. 
